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CSC2515 projects

• Ideally: you make a project that turns into an 
academic paper or a start-up, and get an A+

• There is not expectation that you produce 
anything publishable

• If you are close, we’ll help you try to get there in 
the summer

• Our hope: you make a project that follows the spec, 
maybe shows some small amount of original insight, 
and get an A+



Research in Computer Science

• Most research gets published in conference papers
• Papers that are accepted are published in 

conferences proceedings, and the authors go to the 
conferences to present the papers

• Each area of CS has 2-4 “major” conferences where the 
top papers get published, and dozens of minor 
conferences
• Major ML conferences: NIPS, ICML, ICLR, KDD
• Major Computer Vision conferences: CVPR, ICCV, 

ECCV
• Major Computational Linguistics conferences: ACL, 

NAACL, Interspeech, COLING
• AI conference: AAAI



Other conferences
• National conferences

• Canadian AI, Canadian Computer and Robot Vision

• European […]

• …

• Generally respectable, but not nearly as important 
as the major conferences. Much easier to publish in

• Niche Conferences

• International Conference on Medical Image 
Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention

• …

• Perfectly OK, generally not as competitive



ArXiV
• A recent trend is for ML researchers to post their 

papers on arxiv.org

• Andrej Karpathy’s Arxiv Sanity Preserver:

• http://www.arxiv-sanity.com/top

http://www.arxiv-sanity.com/top


Reading papers

• Google the conference name + year

• Enter the name of the papers your interested in into 
Google Scholar

• Get the pdf

• If the paper is paywalled and you are off campus, 
transform 

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-
319-06483-3_12 ->

https://link.springer.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.c
a/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-06483-3_12

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-06483-3_12
https://link.springer.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-06483-3_12


Reading papers

• To get papers on your topic, you need to know the 
standard terminology for what you’re trying to do

• Ask us if you don’t know!

• Find a “survey paper” or a well-cited paper on 
Google Scholar, and see which papers it cites

• Look which papers cite the paper that you are 
reading as well (you can check that on Google 
Scholar)



Suggested reading

• Top papers:

• Start with NIPS 2017 or CVPR 2017

• OK papers (mostly)

• Start with Canadian AI 2017, look at the 
“Applications of AI” papers



Conference review process

• Usually ~3 peer-reviewers get assigned to review 
each paper

• The conference’s program committee/area chairs 
are responsible for selecting the papers to accept, 
based on the feedback of the peer reviewers

• ICLR’s process is (unusually) open – you can see all 
the reviews and get an inside look into the process

• https://openreview.net/group?id=ICLR.cc/2017/con
ference

https://openreview.net/group?id=ICLR.cc/2017/conference


Conference reviews



Conference Reviews
Dear Mr. Turing,

We regret to inform you that your submission

"On Computable Numbers, With an Application to the Entscheidungsproblem"

was not accepted to appear in FOCS 1936. The Program Committee received a 
record 4 submissions this year, many of them of high quality, and 
scheduling constraints unfortunately made it impossible to accept all of 
them.

Below please find some reviews on your submission. The reviews are *not* 
intended as an explanation for why your paper was rejected. This decision 
depended on many factors, including discussions at the PC meeting and 
competition from other papers.

Best wishes,

FOCS 1936 Program Committee

https://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=253



Conference Reviews
---------------------------------------- review 1 ---------------------------------------
-

seems like a trivial modification of godel's result from STOC'31

---------------------------------------- review 2 ---------------------------------------
-

The author shows that Hilbert's Entscheidungsproblem (given a mathematical statement,
decide whether it admits a formal proof) is unsolvable by any finite means. While this
seems like an important result, I have several concerns/criticisms:

1. The author defines a new "Turing machine" model for the specific purpose of proving
his result. This model was not defined in any previous papers; thus, the motivation is
unclear.

2. I doubt Hilbert's goal of "automating mathematical thought" was ever really taken
seriously by anyone (including Hilbert himself). Given this, the negative result comes as
no surprise -- a positive result would have been much more interesting.

3. It's hard to find any technical "meat" in this paper. Once the author sets up the
problem, the main result follows immediately by a standard diagonalization argument.

4. The whole philosophical discussion in Section 9, about what it means to compute
something, is out of place (even slightly embarrassing) and should be deleted entirely.

Summary: While this paper deserves to be published somewhere -- SODA? ICALP? FSTTCS? --
it certainly isn't FOCS caliber.



What makes for a really good 
paper?

• Any one of

• A really new idea for an algorithm

• A new idea for an algorithm that works really 
well

• A very carefully-engineered and rigorously 
evaluated system that uses a combination of 
recent ideas to obtain state-of-the-art results on 
datasets that everyone is working on

• A new application area no one has thought of

• Clear introduction and conclusion that relate the 
idea to work by other researchers



What makes for an OK paper?

• A partially-failed attempt at a really good paper

• An idea that’s very similar to what a good researcher in the 
field could tell you would probably work, applied to a 
dataset that’s not really novel, with good experiments 
comparing the new idea to reasonable baselines (algorithms 
that have previously been used for similar datasets), with a 
reasonable overview of has been done in the field before, 
with reasonably good experimental results

• An interesting application of a variation of a well-known 
method
• http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~guerzhoy/humantravel/

• An interesting analysis of a well-known method

• http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~guerzhoy/oriviz/crv17.pdf

http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~guerzhoy/humantravel/
http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~guerzhoy/oriviz/crv17.pdf


What makes for a good “side-
project”?
• Something that works and does something 

interesting that looks difficult

• Good clean code



CS231n projects

• Line Drawing Colorization

• http://cs231n.stanford.edu/reports/2017/pdfs/
425.pdf

• Classifying U.S. Houses by Architectural Style Using 
Convolutional Neural Networks

• http://cs231n.stanford.edu/reports/2017/pdfs/
126.pdf

http://cs231n.stanford.edu/reports/2017/pdfs/425.pdf
http://cs231n.stanford.edu/reports/2017/pdfs/126.pdf


Canadian AI paper

• Investigating Citation Linkage with Machine 
Learning

• https://link-springer-
com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/chapter/10.1
007/978-3-319-57351-9_10

https://link-springer-com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-57351-9_10


Tips
• If you want to implement a twist on a relatively new 

method, look for code that does similar things, modify 
it, and acknowledge (and acknowledge it)
• Don’t reinvent the wheel

• Unless you want your project title is “Deep 
Convolutional Wheels”

• It is fine to work on non-cutting-edge topics
• If you have an idea for a new application/new dataset, 

work on that
• Talk to us/Google about standard datasets to work with

• Images: ImageNet, PASCAL, …
• Medical text: i2b2
• …



Logistics

• Submit proposal earlier => get feedback earlier 
(hopefully)

• TA and instructor office hours


